Objective To undertake a cost-effectiveness analysis of using microarray comparative genomic hybridisation (array-CGH) as a first-line test versus as a second-line test for the diagnosis of causal chromosomal abnormalities in patients referred to a NHS clinical genetics service in the UK with idiopathic learning disability, developmental delay and/or congenital anomalies. Methods A cost-effectiveness study was conducted. The perspective is that of a UK NHS clinical genetics service provider (with respect to both costs and outcomes). A cohort of patients (n = 1590) referred for array-CGH testing of undiagnosed learning disability and developmental delay by a single NHS regional clinical genetics service (South East Thames Regional Genetics Service), were split into a before-and-after design where 742 patients had array-CGH as a second-line test (before group-comparator intervention) and 848 patients had array-CGH as a first-line test (after group-evaluated intervention). The mean costs were calculated from the clinical genetics testing pathway constructed for each patient including the costs of genetic testing undertaken and clinical appointments scheduled. The outcome was the number of diagnoses each intervention produced so that a mean cost-per-diagnosis could be calculated. The cost effectiveness of the two interventions was calculated as an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio to produce an incremental cost-per-diagnosis (in 2013 GBP). Sensitivity analyses were conducted by altering both costs and effects to check the validity of the outcome. Results The incremental mean cost of testing patients using the first-line testing strategy was -GBP241.56 (95 % CIs -GBP256.93 to -GBP226.19) and the incremental mean gain in the percentage diagnoses was 0.39 % (95 % CIs -2.73 to 3.51 %), which equates to an additional 1 diagnosis per 256 patients tested. This cost-effectiveness study comparing these two strategies estimates that array-CGH first-line testing dominates second-line testing because it was both less costly and as effective. The sensitivity analyses conducted (adjusting both costs and effects) supported the dominance of the first-line testing strategy (i.e. lower cost and as effective). Conclusions The first-line testing strategy was estimated to dominate the second-line testing strategy because it was both less costly and as effective. These findings are relevant to the wider UK NHS clinical genetics service, with two key strengths of this study being the appropriateness of the comparator interventions and the direct applicability of the patient cohort within this study and the wider UK patient population.
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Introduction
Learning disability (LD) or intellectual disability, a common condition affecting around 1-3 % of the population worldwide [1] , is defined as a significant impairment of an individual's cognitive and social adaptive functions with onset before the age of 18 years [2] . The British Institute of Learning Disabilities estimates that nearly 1.2 million people in England have LD, which is around 2 % of the population [3] . Mencap, the UK's leading LD charity, broadly agree with this, although they estimate 1.5 million people in the UK are affected by LD [4] . From the phenotypic descriptions used in ICD-10 [2] , it is easy to see that there are vast economic consequences from a life-long condition such as LD which impacts not only on the health of the individual, but also their economic well-being and welfare, their quality of life and their interactions with family, friends and the wider society, notwithstanding the impact on family members and the other wider community services required.
The clinical assessment of LD involves examination by a clinician usually a paediatrician for children or a neurologist for adults followed by biochemical and genetic tests to diagnose the underlying cause. For younger children (under the age of 3) a diagnosis of LD is difficult to establish and referral is made with a clinical diagnosis of global developmental delay. Being able to identify the underlying cause of suspected LD can aid the diagnosis of LD and allow better management of the patient. The development of LD is influenced by genetic, environmental, infectious and perinatal factors with the underlying cause estimated to be genetic in around 50 % of patients with severe LD and 15 % of patients with milder forms of LD [5] . It has been possible to genetically diagnose specific chromosomal causes of LD for several decades since G-banded karyotyping (karyotyping) analysis was introduced into clinical practice. For a long time this was the gold standard cytogenetic test but it has low resolution, low negative predictive value and a low diagnostic rate. Microarray-based comparative genomic hybridisation (array-CGH) is a method for identifying copy-number variations (amplifications or deletions) by comparing reference (control) and test (patient) DNA samples. Array-CGH has increased the ability to detect significantly smaller chromosomal abnormalities and can analyse several thousand DNA sequences in an automated process. Brady and Vermeesch [6] have produced an overview of array-CGH for further details of how the technology works. Array-CGH is able to provide an average increase of 10 % (95 % CIs 8-12 %) in the number of diagnoses compared to karyotyping alone [7] .
Whilst there is compelling recent evidence from two systematic reviews [7, 8] that suggest array-CGH is clinically effective in routine clinical genetics practice for diagnosing idiopathic (without known cause) LD, clinical or diagnostic evidence is not the only factor when making decisions to implement new diagnostic technologies into routine NHS clinical practice. With constrained financial resources, it is important to consider both the cost effectiveness and clinical effectiveness of any intervention. Health economic evaluation attempts to explicitly compare the costs and effectiveness of two or more courses of action so that an informed decision can be made [9] . The introduction of array-CGH testing into routine clinical genetics services as a first-line test has been slow due to the perceived high cost of the test and also because of the long established acceptance in routine clinical practice of karyotyping as the first-line test for LD [10] .
Wordsworth et al. [11] have previously investigated the cost effectiveness of array-CGH versus standard routine (karyotyping) cytogenetic analysis for diagnosing idiopathic LD in the NHS and concluded that using array-CGH is likely to be cost saving regardless of the diagnostic outcome whether through earlier positive diagnoses saving the cost of additional diagnostic tests or negative results minimising follow-up test choice. However, this study compared the then-current standard practice of karyotyping versus using array-CGH. In practice, the NHS genetics service laboratories have used array-CGH as a second-line diagnostic test after initial karyotyping in a step-wise fashion. Current consensus clinical opinion does however recommend array-CGH as a first-line genetic test to replace karyotyping for patients with unexplained LD [12, 13] .
Despite clinical evidence reporting a greater diagnostic rate versus karyotyping alone and limited but compelling evidence supporting the cost effectiveness of this technology, array-CGH has not been implemented across the whole of the NHS as a routine first-line test but is still often being used as a second-line test following a negative initial karyotype analysis in many laboratories and services. According to a UK survey of the regional genetics services in 2012, it was estimated that only 68 % of approximately 37,000 patients referred for unexplained LD, development delay and/or congenital anomalies received an array-CGH test, although this was not broken down by whether the array-CGH was used as the first-or second-line test [14] .
In this paper, we report a cost-effectiveness analysis of using array-CGH as a first-line test versus as a second-line test for the diagnosis of causal chromosomal abnormalities in idiopathic LD patients from the perspective of a NHS clinical genetics service provider within the UK where array-CGH has been available as a first-line test since mid-2009.
Methods

Participants from Ahn et al. [10] Study
In this study we analysed a retrospective cohort of patients (n = 2414) with idiopathic LD and developmental delay consecutively tested by the regional clinical genetics service at Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust hospital laboratories (GSTT) as previously reported [10] . In the study by Ahn et al. [10] , the use of array-CGH was validated over an approximately 2-year period (from 06/2006 to 03/2008). Patients tested after this period (from 04/2008 onwards) were eligible for inclusion in the comparator intervention where array-CGH was used as a second-line test (n = 1245). These patients had karyotyping followed by array-CGH. Once the testing procedures and pathway were approved by the local NHS genetics services commissioners, array-CGH was introduced as a first-line test from 05/2009. Patients tested after 05/2009 were eligible for inclusion in the evaluated intervention arm where array-CGH was used as a first-line test (n = 1169). These patients had array-CGH. No power calculation was conducted to determine sample size because the study is estimating cost and effect differences and assessing whether an intervention is cost effective rather than testing a particular hypothesis concerning cost effectiveness [15] . An underpowered study would produce wider confidence intervals than an appropriately powered study and, as Briggs stated, would mean that ''readers will not be misled'' [15] .
Patients were excluded if they already have a known clinical diagnosis (e.g. Down's syndrome). Patients are referred for testing on the basis of having undiagnosed LD plus one or more of the following:
• A family history of LD • Overgrowth or growth failure
• Behavioural problems • Facial dysmorphism or clinical or radiological evidence of brain, body trunk, or limb anomalies.
GSTT was selected because they currently use array-CGH as a first-line test and have previously used array-CGH as a second-line test. This allowed the use of a before-and-after study design where the patients with array-CGH as a second-line test (following a karyotype) are the before group (comparator intervention) and the patients with array-CGH as a first-line test are the after group (evaluated intervention). We assume that all patients at this laboratory would have fulfilled the same clinical referral criteria and would be directly comparable on this basis in the before-and-after groups but also more generally to the patients referred to the wider clinical genetics services within the UK NHS given that the GSTT service covers a population of over 5 million.
In this study it was only necessary to present anonymised data in an aggregated fashion and so no patients were identifiable. Patients did not require any additional or new tests, or any new or additional samples taken, nor did they need any clinical information fed back to them as a direct result of this study. The Research and Development Governance Manager at GSTT determined that this work would not require specific ethical approval under the harmonised GAfREC (Governance arrangements for Research Ethics Committees) for research limited to use of previously collected, non-identifiable information provided that the data is anonymised or pseudonymised in conducting the research.
Evaluated Intervention
The evaluated intervention is the intervention arm in which array-CGH was used as a first-line test. The testing pathway will start with a blood sample arriving at the laboratory and conclude with the diagnostic result being reported back to the patient. The testing pathway similar to that previously reported by Wordsworth et al. [11] can be seen in Fig. 1 . When a variation of unknown significance is detected, parental samples are requested and tested [using e.g. fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH)] in the confirmation stage to determine causality.
Comparator Intervention
The comparator intervention takes karyotype as the firstline test and then array-CGH as a second-line test when a diagnosis was not achieved with the use of karyotyping. The testing pathway will again start with a blood sample arriving at the laboratory and conclude with the diagnostic result being reported to the patient as per the intervention arm. The testing pathway similar to that previously reported by Wordsworth et al. [11] can be seen in Fig. 2 . This testing pathway is identical to evaluated intervention with the exception of the use of karyotyping.
Identification, Measurement and Valuation of Resource Use and Costs
Costing in economic evaluation is the important aspect of quantifying the different types of resources that are used in each intervention, identifying resource unit costs and then multiplying the quantities by their respective unit costs. Market prices used were NHS prices for testing at GSTT taken from the NHS test directory hosted by the UKGTN website (http://ukgtn.nhs.uk) and are reported in GBPs using prices as listed in 2013. The costs of the consultant clinical geneticist and genetic counsellor were assumed to be the same as similar level posts in Personal Social Services Research Unit (PSSRU) [16] with costs converted into 2013 prices using the CCEMG-EPPI-Centre Cost Converter [17] . All cost data collected are reported in Table 1 . The testing pathway (including resource use) was constructed for each patient by searching through clinical and laboratory records (both electronic and paper-based) to determine which tests the patients actually received and their results and whether any additional tests were conducted either pre-or post-array-CGH. This was done from the perspective of the clinical genetics service and included not only the testing pathways as described in the previous section for each patient, but also the number (and duration) of appointments with consultant clinical geneticists and/or genetic counsellors and which other tests were undertaken Fig. 1 Simplified flow-chart of the array-CGH testing pathway to be used in this evaluation for outcomes. The ''known variation, not clinically significant'' arm includes those patients in whom no variant was detected including whether follow-up testing was done in the parents to confirm diagnoses. These individual patient pathways allowed the quantification of resource use for each patient, thus allowing unit cost allocation to determine the cost for each patient's testing pathway. There were no differences in the two pathways other than the use of karyotyping in the comparator intervention.
Outcomes
The main outcome of interest for this study is the number of diagnoses each intervention produces so that a cost-perdiagnosis can be calculated. The number of diagnoses made was calculated from the patient data in 2013 (the same year as the cost data). A diagnosis was defined as a patient who has a clinically significant variant detected by either array-CGH or karyotyping (and confirmed using FISH) that is judged to be causal based on best practice guidelines [18] . Because a single regional genetics laboratory service is being used, both the clinical and bioinformatics-analysis judgement required to infer causality will be consistent between the two treatment arms. For the purposes of this study the uncertainty yield which can be defined as the number of variants detected that are of unclear clinical significance divided by the total number of patients tested was assumed to be the same in both testing strategies. There were no instances of abnormalities being detected by array-CGH, the existence of which was Once the above-patient data were extracted, treatment pathways for each patient along with resource use and the main outcome of diagnosis were constructed that would provide single-study patient data for the cost-effectiveness analysis. It was decided not to discount either outcomes or costs as they were all taken from a single year (2013) and it was also assumed that if this study was conducted as a prospective trial it would have been completed within a single year time-frame.
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Cost-effectiveness analysis is a full form of economic evaluation where both the costs and consequences of an intervention are evaluated. The cost effectiveness of the two interventions will be calculated as an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), which is defined as the difference between the mean costs of the two testing pathways divided by the difference in the mean effects (number of diagnoses made).
The ICER uses the formula Cost A ÀCost B Effect A ÀEffect B where Cost A is the mean cost of treatment group A, Cost B is the mean cost of treatment group B, Effect A is the mean effect for group A and Effect B is the mean effect for group B [19] . The uncertainty due to sampling variation was calculated using a nonparametric bootstrapping technique. This was done to avoid making assumptions about the underlying distributions in the ICER and involves resampling from the original data to build up an empirical estimate of the sampling distribution of the ICER [9] . The bootstrap estimation was based on random sampling with 1000 replications with replacement of all participants using the original data. ICERs were calculated for each bootstrap replication and are plotted graphically on a costeffectiveness plane where the incremental cost is plotted against the incremental effect (y and x axes, respectively). All data analyses were conducted in Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA).
Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses allow insight into which assumptions or restrictions on the data included are important to the overall result or conclusion drawn from the analysis. A pragmatic approach to conducting one-way sensitivity analyses was undertaken to explore the impact of changing the effectiveness of the intervention and also the individual test costs within the testing pathway on the total cost of the pathway. Dunlop et al. [20] undertook a simple sensitivity analysis strategy that involved increasing and decreasing key variables by 25 % as this magnitude of change would likely indicate any trends. The following variables were adjusted in a similar manner in order to determine their impact on the ICER and decision of cost effectiveness:
• Adjust the cost of array-CGH by ±25 % • Adjust the total pathway cost of array-CGH by ±25 % • Adjust the total consultation time of the array-CGH first-line testing pathway by ±25 % • Remove the Fragile X testing costs from both pathways due to a change in the referral for this test • Replace the effectiveness data from the single study to effectiveness data from the published literature • Replace the effectiveness data from the single study patients extracted to the overall effectiveness data as originally reported by Ahn et al. [10] 
Results
Of the 2414 patients potentially eligible to be included in this cost-effectiveness study, data were extracted for both clinical outcome data and resource use data on 1590 patients (742 patients in the second-line testing strategy and 848 in the first-line test strategy). This was down to time constraints as this study was conducted as an MSc dissertation. Patients were consecutively included and data extracted in blocks of 100 based on patient ID alternating between the two intervention strategies in order to maintain comparable sizes for both intervention arms. At time of selecting which patient to extract, the data extractor (GS) was able to see only the patient ID and to which intervention the patient was allocated. All other data were blinded and required extracting following the decision to include a patient. Once all resource data had been extracted the diagnostic outcome data were extracted for the patients. Basic demographic characteristics are presented in Table 2 .
Looking at the two testing strategies, there are more males in the array-CGH first-line strategy arm than in the array-CGH second-line strategy arm (P \ 0.05). However, this difference should not impact on the outcome, as sex is not known to influence the ability to diagnose chromosomal abnormalities on the population group within this study. The age of patients at time of array-CGH was not found to be statistically different between the two testing strategies (P = 0.80). Table 3 .
Costs
For the patients in the array-CGH second-line test strategy, the mean cost-per-test pathway was GBP532.61 (ranging from GBP390 to GBP1424.03). The mean cost-per-test pathway in the array-CGH first-line test strategy was GBP291.05 (ranging from GBP190 to GBP1257.92). There was a statistically significant difference between the costs of these two interventions (P = 6.78 9 10 -164 ). The main cost driver of the overall test pathway was the clinical consultation cost per patient ranging from GBP0 to GBP1028 (mean GBP82) and GBP0 to GBP994 (mean GBP121) for the first-and second-line test pathways, respectively. The figure of GBP0 represents the scenario of testing a patient sample from a clinic other than clinical genetics at GSTT (incurring a cost for the test) with the result returned to the referring clinic and no clinical follow- up at GSTT (incurring no clinical consultation cost at GSTT). The mean incremental cost was -GBP241.56 (95 % CIs -GBP256.93 to -GBP226. 19 ), which meant that using array-CGH as a first-line test was cost saving.
Outcomes
The outcome of interest for this study was the number of diagnoses each intervention produced so that a cost-per-diagnosis could be calculated. Data were extracted on diagnoses for the 848 patients in the array-CGH first-line test strategy and for 742 in the array-CGH second-line test strategy (Fig. 3) . In the 1590 patients, 179 diagnoses (11.26 %) were identified as causal. In the array-CGH firstline test strategy, 97 diagnoses (11.44 %) were identified as causal with 82 diagnoses (11.05 %) identified as causal in the array second-line test strategy. The mean incremental gain in the percentage diagnoses was 0.39 % (95 % CIs -2.73 to 3.51 %). However, this increase in the number of diagnoses was not statistically significant (t = 0.24; df = 1588; p = 0.807).
Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
When one intervention is shown to be cheaper and also more effective than another then it is said to 'dominate' and represents a cost-effective use of scare resources. Using the array-CGH first-line testing strategy is statistically significantly cheaper and, although it is marginally more effective, this increased effectiveness is not statistically significant based on this cohort of patients. The cost-perdiagnosis for first-line testing is GBP2544.42 versus GBP4819.44 for second-line testing showing that first-line testing is GBP2275.02 cheaper per diagnosis. The ICER was calculated to be -GBP62,342.94. Although the point estimate ICER is negative, because we know that the array-CGH first-line strategy is both cheaper and as effective, this would sit within the South-East quadrant of the cost-effectiveness plane suggesting that the array-CGH first-line strategy dominates. The bootstrap replications of the ICER were also plotted on the cost-effectiveness plane (Fig. 4) . Of the 1000 replications, 596 sat within the South-East quadrant suggesting that 59.6 % of the time the array-CGH first-line testing strategy dominates the array-CGH secondline testing. One-hundred percent of the replications sit below the horizontal axis confirming that the array-CGH first-line strategy is cost saving. Table 4 shows the results of the key sensitivity analyses conducted. We used simple percentage adjustments to some key cost variables and used effectiveness estimates derived from the published literature to test whether changing these variables would change the decision. Because the first-line array-CGH testing strategy showed a lower mean cost estimate and a higher effectiveness estimate based on this study, the sensitivity analyses focused on adjusting variables that would impact on that testing strategy in a negative manner. The ICER was insensitive to increasing the cost of the consultant clinical geneticist by 25 % in the first-line array testing strategy, increasing the cost of the array-CGH NHS test price by 25 % in the firstline array testing strategy and increasing the cost of the entire first-line array-CGH testing strategy by 25 %. Due to a change in the referral criteria for Fragile X testing and a reduction in the number of Fragile X tests being undertaken as a consequence, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to include this change by removing this cost in both testing strategies. The ICER and adoption decision were both insensitive to this change. The literature-based estimates of effectiveness for both array-CGH testing strategies were applied and again the ICER was insensitive to this as the array-CGH first-line test strategy is still both less costly and as effective. All these sensitivity analyses conducted showed the array-CGH first-line testing strategy as dominant over the array-CGH second-line testing strategy. If the whole cohort of 2414 patients as reported originally by Ahn et al. [10] are taken and the overall percentage diagnoses of abnormal patients (de novo and inherited) identified by the two testing strategies (array second-line = 11.97 % versus array first-line = 7.1 %) are used as the effectiveness estimates, the first-line testing strategy would cost GBP49.60 per additional diagnosis. Previous research has shown array-CGH to be clinically effective in diagnosing idiopathic LD including a systematic review and meta-analysis of nearly 14,000 patients [7] . However, clinical effectiveness is not the only factor when making decisions to implement new tests, interventions or treatments into routine NHS clinical practice. It is always important to consider both the clinical and cost effectiveness of any intervention and an economic evaluation explicitly attempts to assess both the costs and the benefits of two or more competing uses of scarce resources. Health economic evaluations allow a means of establishing whether an intervention is 'value for money' against an alternative intervention.
Sensitivity Analyses
The aim of this study was to answer the question of whether the clinical and laboratory work-up of array-CGH as a first-line test is cost effective when compared to a second-line test following standard karyotyping analysis for the diagnosis of causal chromosomal abnormalities in patients referred to the NHS clinical genetic services in the UK with idiopathic LD, developmental delay and/or congenital anomalies.
Summary of Findings
In this cost-effectiveness study the use of array-CGH as a first-line testing strategy was compared against the usual routine care of using array-CGH as a second-line testing strategy following karyotyping in a cohort of 1590 patients on whom data were available (n = 848 in the first-line arm and n = 742 in the second-line arm). The mean cost of using array-CGH in the first-line strategy was GBP291.05 (ranging from GBP190 to GBP1257.92) compared to GBP532.61 (ranging from GBP390.00 to GBP1424.03) for the second-line strategy. The incremental mean cost of testing patients using the first-line testing strategy was -GBP241.56 (95 % CIs -GBP256.93 to -GBP226. 19 ) and was statistically significant, which meant that this test strategy was cost saving. The mean effectiveness of using array-CGH in the first-line strategy was 11.44 % in terms of the diagnostic yield compared to 11.05 % for the second-line strategy. The incremental mean gain in the percentage diagnoses was 0.39 % (95 % CIs -2.73 to 3.51 %) suggesting that the first-line test strategy was as effective as the second-line test strategy. Furthermore, there was no evidence of any diagnoses missed using array-CGH as a first-line test. Array-CGH used as a first-line testing strategy was shown to dominate the second-line testing strategy taking a deterministic approach because it was less costly and as effective. All the sensitivity analyses conducted supported the dominance of the first-line testing strategy over the second-line testing strategy (i.e. lower cost and as effective). The difference in effectiveness estimates reported in the Ahn et al. [10] article can be partly explained by the resolution of any variants of unclear significance in the intervening 3-year period, the resolution of any parental sample testing that had not been conducted at the time the article was published, and also the partial data collected in this study with data on a further 824 patients available across the two intervention arms. Two strengths of this current study include the appropriateness of the interventions that were compared as both are currently being undertaken within the NHS and also the direct applicability of the patient cohort within the study to the wider UK patient population.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the present study involved a cohort of patients who were tested by a single regional clinical genetics service and although this service is one of the largest within the UK NHS in terms of the number of people it serves (approximately five million) it is possible that these results are still not applicable across the UK. This may be due to the clinical and laboratory expertise developed within this regional centre and therefore the costs may be cheaper and the effects may be higher in this setting than the rest of the UK. It may also be that because of the expertise of this group, the referrals may be more complex than seen in other parts of the country. Second, data were not extracted on all the patients within the original cohort of patients as reported by Ahn et al. [10] . If data were extractable on all the participants it is possible that this may have resulted in a change to the mean costs and effects across both groups. The number of diagnoses may have also increased slightly from those originally reported in the article as additional parental samples that were requested at that time have now been tested and diagnoses made although this would not expect to favour the effectiveness of one intervention over the other as both intervention arms had array-CGH tests. Also, although the data extractor (GS) was aware of the study question, he was blinded to the diagnostic outcome when selecting and extracting patient data across the two intervention arms, with outcome data extracted once all other resource data had been collected. It is not possible to truly exclude selection bias and so this is a further limitation of this study.
Third, the outcome was limited to the number of diagnoses provided by the two testing strategies and the timeframe for both the costs and benefits to the point of diagnosis. It is possible that receiving a diagnosis may result in more appropriate care being delivered for that individual and that this may reduce the need for inappropriate and unneeded further testing, which may save costs and harmful/painful testing for the patient. However, an earlier diagnosis may also result in additional screening tests or additional treatment costs being incurred. Furthermore, no disbenefits were assigned to those patients who did not receive a diagnosis and continue on their diagnostic odyssey to find a cause of their condition. However, a review of over 46,000 postnatal patients tested using array-CGH by Ellison et al. [21] suggested evidence of clinical utility following diagnosis. The disorders diagnosed using array-CGH frequently allowed specific clinical actions leading to changes in the management of these patients, leading to more appropriate care, which in turn would be expected to improve the health of these patients. The perspective used in this study was also very narrow and focused on the clinical genetics service. Fourth, the outcome used in this study was not measured using quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), which is the preferred metric to inform resource allocations and recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) and would allow comparison to other interventions using the QALYbased approach.
Another limitation of this study was the assumption that all diagnoses identifiable using karyotyping analysis would also be picked up using array-CGH. Array-CGH has been shown to be able to identify a substantial proportion of so-called balanced translocations diagnosed by karyotyping, as they actually contain sub-microscopic deletions and are therefore unbalanced and detectable by the array-CGH [22] . Also, a clinical audit of a 10-year period of postnatal karyotyping results showed only four de novo reciprocal translocations were found in 36,663 samples tested (0.0001 %) at GSTT, which could potentially be missed by array-CGH [10] . However, truly balanced translocations will not be detected by array-CGH, and the possibility that the break-points disrupt important disease genes remains.
Conclusions
In conclusion, this cost-effectiveness study compared the use of array-CGH as a first-line testing strategy against the usual care of using array-CGH as a second-line testing strategy following karyotyping in a cohort of 1590 NHS patients. The incremental mean cost of testing patients using the first-line testing strategy was -GBP241.56 (95 % CIs -GBP256.93 to -GBP226. 19 ) and meant that this test strategy was cost saving. The incremental mean gain in the percentage diagnoses was 0.39 % (95 % CIs -2.73 to 3.51 %), which equates to an additional one patient diagnosed per 256 patients tested, suggesting that this test strategy is as effective. The use of array-CGH as a first-line testing strategy for the diagnosis of causal chromosomal abnormalities in LD was shown to dominate the secondline testing strategy because it was both less costly and as effective.
